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AssrRAqr

The structure of a crystal of schorlomite gamet with composition {Ca2.s7M^go.roNao.*}
[Tir.ooFe3*o.o:Ah.r4Fe%.06zr0.04Mgo.ooMq.orVo.o,] (Si2.35Fe]034Fe21r,)o,2, and an d parameter of tz.tSf6] A, i,-as tii#o
refined using MoKa X-ray-diffraction data to an Rw of.0.M2. The oxygen atom in the structure is modeled by a split isotropic
position, which results from significant occupancy of the tetrahedral site by iron. kngths of bonds between tetrahedrally
coordinated cations and the two oxygen atorns axe consistent with silicon-oxygen and iron-oxygen distances observed in other
gamet stuctures.

Keywords: schorlomite, garne! structure refinement.

SoMMans

Nous avons affin6 la structure d'un cristal de schorlomite ayant une composition iCa2.s7Mg9.19Nan.9a)
[Trr.oeFe3*o.rdb.r4Fe2+0.0620.04Mg6.6aMnj.63V6.e,] (Sir5Fe3+0j4Fe%.r,)ou ei un parambre a de 12.157(3) A, par aiffraiiion
X en utilisant un rayonnement MoKoq et ce, jusqu'i un r6sidu R* de 0.M2. ks sites occup,6s par l'oxygdne dans cetts structure
ont 6tf simul6s par une position isotrope d deux sous-sites, qui d6coule du fait que le site d coordinence t6tra6drique contient
une fraction importante de fer. La longueur des liaisons ente les cations d coordinence t6tra6drique et les deux atomes d'oxygdne
concordent avec les distances Si-O et Fe-O observ6es dans la structure d'autres pnenats.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: schorlomite, grenat, affinement de la structure.

InrnoluguoN

Schorlomite is a species of silicate garnet containing
more than one atom of titanium per formula unit
(>15 vtt.Vo TiO) (Deer er aL 1982). Schorlomite forms
a solid-solution series with andradite; titanian andradite
is commonly given the varietal name o'melanite". The
sftuctural role ofiron and titanium in Ti-rich garnet is
complex because the tetrahedral site is usually defi-
cient in silicon. Several investigators have examined
the site occupancies of Fe and Ti in the schorlomite
$tructure using Mtissbauer specfroscopy @owty 1971,
Huggrns et aI. L977U b, Koritnig et al. 1978, Schwartz
et al. L980, Wu & Mu 1986, Kiihberger et al. 1989).
Schorlomite crystallizes with the garnet structure
(space group la3d) and has the general formula
{\ltY,tQ)O,r. The X cation site is eight-coordinated,
the lcation site is six-coordinated. and the Z cation site
is four-coordinated (cf. review by Novak and Gibbs

1971). In schorlomite, the major atomic species dis-
tributed over these cation sites ue C*+, Mgz*, F&+,
Fe3*, TiA, Al3* and Si4. 'Ihe crystal structure of
sytrthetic and natural schorlomite has been investi-
gated by neutron powder-diffracton (Y'leber et aI.
1975) and single-crystal X-ray diffraction @i et al.
1983), respectively. The purpose of the present study
is to re-examine the crystal structure of natural
schorlomite by single-crystal X-ray diffraction to help
understand the complex chemical substitutions that
occur in this mineral.

Ercnnnmvrar Mrrnons

Sarnple description

The sample of schorlomite selected is a primary
anhedral megacryst approximately 8 cm in dia:neter,
collected from a pegmatitic section of the melteigite
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and refine atomic positions and the displacement
factors, with the neutral-atom scattering factors of
Cromer & Mann (1968). Lists of structure factors for
the various models have been deposited with the
Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI, National
Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario KlA
0s2.

RESI,ILTS

Initially we hoped that we could determine the dis-
tribution of cations among the sites within the
schorlomite structure by least-squares refinement of
site occupancies. As an initial trial, unconstrained
refinement of the site occupancies was done assuming
that sites are flrlly occupied and that iron or silicon
would occupy the tetrahedral site (A, iron or titanium
would occupy the octahedral site (y), and calcium or
magnesium would occupy the eight-coordinated site
(X). This procedure gave results that are inconsistent
with the bulk composition of the sample (Table 1) and
the site occupancies determined previously by
Mijssbauer spectroscopy and XANES Q-ncock et al.
1995). Specifically, insufficient Fe was assigned to the
Z site and an excess of magnesium was assigned to
the X site.

The XANES spectra of this schorlomite (Locock
et al. 1995) are consistent with tetravalent Ti occupy-
ing the octahedral site only. Mdssbauer spectra
(Locock et al. 1995) show that the tetrahedral site is
occupied by both Fe3+ and Fe2* (in addition to silicon).
These observations were incorporated into the struc-
tural model as follows: the Zsite is completely filled by
Si, Fe2+ and Fe3+ in relative amounts consistent with
Mtissbauer spectroscopy. The X site contains all the Ca
and Na, and sufficient Mg to fill the site. The I site
contains the remaining atomic species, consistent with
the chemical composition (Table 1). Refinement of this
model, which involved a single oxygen with an
anisotropic displacement factor, converged to Rw =
0.043. Atomic positions and isofropic displacement
factors are given in Table2.

The displacement factor for oxygen is larger than
that observed by Novak & Gibbs (1971) for a wide
variety of garnets (Table 2). In addition, the highest
thermal motion of the oxygen, when refined with an
anisotropic temperature-factor, is closely aligned
parallel to the Si-O bond. In most silicates, however,
the largest displacements of the oxygen atoms are
approximately 90o to the bond direction @owns et al.
1990). Difference-Fourier synthesis shows positive
density near the oxygen position. Therefore, instead of
a single position for the oxygen, two partially filled
oxygen positions were assigned, with the occupancies
equal to the amount of silicon and iron predicted to be
in the tetrahedral site by Mossbauer spectra. The least-
squares refinement converged quickly and resulted in
an R* of 0.042 (17 parameters), which is an improve-
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unit of the Ice River alkaline intrusive complex, Yoho
National Park, British Columbia. This sample was
selected for this study on the basis of its chemical
homogeneity and lack qf26ning (Locock et al.1995).
No evidence of optical anisotropy q1 sening were
observed by transmitted or reflected light microscopy.
The chemical composition and formula of this
specimen (Table I ) have been reported by I-ncock et al.
(1ee5).

Diffracted X-ray intensities were measured from a
0.10-mm sphere using an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 four-
circle diffractometer with graphite-monochromated
MoKcr X-radiation. The unit-cell dimension
la 12.157(3) Al was determined by least-squares fitting
of 25 automatically centered reflections in the 20 scan-
range of'24 - 32o. Intensities of three reflections were
monitored at one-hour intervals" with variations of less
that 27o. A total of 3512 reflections were collected
(0 < 2e < 90o), with index ranges 0 < h < 13, 0 < k
< 17, and 0 < / < 19. The data were corrected for
Lorentz, polarization, spherical absorption 11111 = 4.4)
and background effects, and reduced @n^ = 4.2Vo)
to structure factors: of the 529 unique- reflections
measured, 197 were classed as observed |Fl > 3oFl.
Crystallographic calculations were done using
XTAL3.0 software ffiall & Stewart 1990) to determine
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ment over a model with a single isotropic oxygen atom
(R* = g.O+S, 13 parameters). The resulting magnitudes
of the isotropic displacement factors are similar to
those in other gamet structures (Table 2), with the
notable exception that the displacement factor for
the tefahedrally coordinaled cation is larger than that
for the other cations in the structure. This observation
is contrary to what is observed in most natural garnets,
in which the tenahedrally coordinated cation exhibits
the lowest displacement-factor (Novak & Gibbs 1971).
At0empts to refine the occupancies at the metal sites
qiith this split-oxygen model did not converge owing to
high correlation between cation site-occupancies and
oxygen displacement-factors. Therefore, it is not
possible to exclude the possibility that A1 may occupy
the Z site, based on the X-ray data presented here.

DrscussroN

A split oxygen model is supported by the observed
bond-lengths to the Z cation, which are 1.646(9) A and
1.94(3) A. These values are close to predicted Si-O
bond lengths of L@ A for d(Si-O) and 1.87 A for
d(Fe3*-O) using the radii from Shannon (1976) and
4s5rrming a radius for a four-coordinated oxygen of
1.38 A. ^fhe Z4 distance ot 1.94(3) A is similar to

that observed for ten synthetic rare-earth iron garnets,
1.871 A, that have only Fe3+ in the tetrahedral site
(Havrthorne 1981). The occurrence of Fe2+ at the
Z site will further increase the Z4 distance.
The O2-O|-T angle is 165(6)', indicating that (1)
there is very little relative rotation of the tetrahedra
when either 01 or 02 form the coordination and (2) the
OL42 vector is aligned closely with the shared edge
between the X and I site. The largest values in the
difference-Fourier-rnap occur near the Z site. There is a
maximum of.4 eilf at the site, and several minima of
-2 etA3 within 0.3 A of the site. It is probable, given
the observed split-oxygen position, that the difference
density at the Z site is the result of the displacement
of the tetrahedrally coordinated cation from the
'24d positron.

In this sample of schorlomite, the X site is almost
completely filled with calcium, so the contents of
the X site do not vary appreciably among unit cells. The
I site contains predominantly titanium, ferric and
ferrous iron and aluminum. The bond lengths from 02
to the I site and the X site are, as expected, shorter than
in the single-oxygen model. Howevero the I-O2 bond
shows a shortening of 8Vo, which is considerably
greater than the percentage^ shortening of the other
bonds. This bond is 1.84(3) A, which is too short for a
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titanium bond. Aluminum and Fe3+ could occupy the
smaller Y-site formed by 02. Substitution of Fe for Si
at the tetrahedral site is then coupled with substitution
of Al and Fe3+ at the Y site. Table 3 compares the
volumes of the cation sites in tle two models. I1 can be
seen that if the oxygen is in the 02 position, the volume
ofthe tetrahedral site is much larger and the octahedral
site is much smaller relative to the case where the
oxygen occupies the Ol position. It is not unreasonable
to propose local order such tlat a relatively large low-
valence catton at the Z site is associated with a smaller
high-valence cation at the I site. This atomic substi-
tution results in a lowering of the symmetry within the
unit cell, and if these displacements were correlated
among unit ceils, tle gamet would no longer exhibit
cubic symmetry. Koritnig et al. (1978) reported X-ray-
diffraction peaks from a sample of schorlomite from
the Harz Mountains, Germany, that show a splitting
inconsistent with cubic symmety. Guinier fihns (Cu
radiation) of the schorlomite studied here show no such
splitting.

The structure refinement of schorlomite reported by
Bi et aL (1983) also showed that the oxygen atom has
the largest and most anisotropic displacement of the
atomic positions. Unfortunately, they also calculated
negative displacement factors for silicon, so that a
detailed comparison is not possible. In their powder
neutron-diffraction study, Weber e, al. (1975) did not
determine individual atomic displacement-factors, but
they did observe a Z-O distance of 1J4 A for a single
oxygen model.

Cor.rcr,usroNs

Oxygen is disordered over two positions in this
sample of schorlomite. This disorder is the result of
occupancy of the Z site by cations of very different
radii. This pattern of occupancy results in well-
separated sites for oxygen that can be distinguished by
X-rav diffraction.
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